
 

Dear Student Representative Assembly, 
 
This year was the first year in my time at McMaster that the official policy was upheld during office 
space allocation. The space allocation is supposed to be done via lottery but the past clubs 
administrators have always done it based on appointment by need. There is also one allocation per 
club award, meaning that if your club wins an award they get an office. There are nine offices each 
with clubs sharing one for a total of twenty seven office slots. Any slots not claimed by an award 
winner previously were given by appointment after an application but this year was by lottery. The 
majority of clubs have found this to be unsatisfactory as they feel it leaves too much up to chance. 
They would rather clubs were award offices on merit and need rather being lucky enough to be 
drawn out of a hat. The problem with a solely merit or need based system is this creates a  cycle 
where clubs perform better with offices then are more likely to get the office again, disadvantaging 
new and struggling clubs from obtaining space.  
 
The new system I have proposed fixes this the cycle issue by combining the lottery process with a 
need and merit based selection. I have also accounted for the spaces allocated to award winners, 
which was not previously mentioned in the policy. The process is clubs that receive an award win 
an office and all other clubs wishing to obtain one can apply in a process as outlined by the Clubs 
Administrator. The Clubs Administrator will then select nine clubs to receive an office based on 
their application and the remaining slots will be allocated via lottery of the remaining applicants. 
Clubs that win an award may refuse their office slot if they do not need it in which case their slot 
would be added to the lottery allocations.  
 
I hope you all agree that this is a satisfactory solution and I would love to hear your thoughts on 
this proposal. Thank you.  
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Miranda Clayton 
Operations Commissioner 
McMaster Students Union 
sraops@msu.mcmaster.ca  
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